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Situational 
Analysis

STRENGTHS

Location – Downtown Tulsa
Client Connection
Unique Services Offered

Additional Outreach 
Website Modification 

Brand Coherence 
Low Exposure/Recognition 
Social Media Presence

Lack of  Use of  Social Media
Multiple Target Markets

“J.A.M.E.S., INC. provides financial and educational 
assistance to pregnant and parenting teen mothers 

who enter institutions of  higher learning.” 

WEAKNESSES

OPPORTUNITIES THREATS
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Objective
J.A.M.E.S. INC. stands for “Just About Mothers 
Excelling in School” and every decision it has made 
as an organization has been a testament to this 
statement. But its main fault is a lack of  awareness in 
the community - people are unaware of  the good it is 
doing. With that in mind, the main goal of  my project 
is to create exposure for the organization.
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6 AWARENESS

Target
Audience

1
2
3

Donors

Clients

Counselors

The biggest challenge that J.A.M.E.S. INC. faces is their lack of  
awareness. But there is more than one issue that needs to be addressed 

when considering a solution to this problem. After discussing which 
area needed the most growth, it was decided that there is a need for 

increased awareness among donors first, clients second, and counselors 
last. As stated before, J.A.M.E.S. INC. is already excelling with their 
service, but we must find ways to expand the brand to other outlets.
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StrategiesEach of  these projects is intended to target the audiences 
described to the left as well as increase awareness of  
the brand. By updating the current logo and applying 
the concept of  modernization to other parts of  the 
organizaiont, we will get thier story out to the community.

Update organization’s logo to a 
modern design

Create a coherent style through all 
of  J.A.M.E.S. INC.

Redesign the website to keep the 
brand up to date.

Increase outreach by placing 
brochures at more organizations 
throughout Tulsa.

Keep J.A.M.E.S. INC. in the 
mind of  its donors with 
mailers every quarter.

Enhance the social media presence  
by increasing number of  posts.
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Logo
Rebrand

One aspect of  redesigning a logo that is essential to the success 
of  the new symbol is ensuring that the values of  the previous 
logo are preserved. When beginning this design process there 

were many logos that had to be discarded because they did not 
match J.A.M.E.S. INC.’s values as an organization.
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Colors
The colors are supposed 

to recall youth while 
still holding on to the 
professional side of  

J.A.M.E.S. INC. Green is the 
main color and is reclaimed 

from the previous logo, I 
wanted to keep a portion 

of  the past branding in the 
new logo.

The symbol represents a 
self-sufficient family, which 
is the goal with every client 
that J.A.M.E.S. INC. takes 

in: “Leading expecting 
and parenting adolescent 

families to self  sufficiency.”

The font chosen above is 
Gotham, a typeface that has 
recently been growing in 
popularity. It represents 

compassion or generosity 
with its subtle curves and 

gentle  lines.

Symbol Font
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Website 
Revamp

Before After

HOME PAGE
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Before

CONTACT PAGE

After

The past website did not correctly portray the organization as a whole. The use of  blacks 
and dark greys is often used at large corporate businesses and is associated with fear 
or power, which do not align with J.A.M.E.S. INC’s values. Also, orange text on a 
black background is often hard for people to read. Another characteristic of  the 
website that I wanted to make sure to stay away from in the new site is how 
the old site treats photography. The small pictures at the bottom of  every 
page are not easy for users to see. Therefore, on the new site all pictures 
are too large, and are accurately associated with the content of  the 
page on which they are placed.
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Social Media
Revision

Currently, J.A.M.E.S. INC. has a Facebook page 
with 152 followers and posts about 4-5 times 
per month, depending on what is happening at 
that time. As a way of  increasing awareness, I 
suggest they raise this number to around 20 posts 
per month. If  done well, this will both increase 
the number of  followers on the page and keep 
the organization in the minds of  those who are 
already following. 
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Client 
Forms

A subtle but essential aspect of  
rebranding that is often overlooked 

is the concept of  conformity of  
design. Since we have rebranded 
the organization, everything that 

is used, from business cards to 
client handbooks, needs to fit the 
same “theme.” Which is how the 
Style Guide fits in - from now on, 
any forms or documents made by 

J.A.M.E.S. INC. should  match 
the guidelines described in this 

booklet. When creating the Style 
Guide I intentionally made the 
style recommendations easy to 

follow, as a way to keep all of  the 
organization’s materials similar in 
design without creating a burden 

for those using it.
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Brochure 
Update

Front Back Inside Flap

The main goal for the 
update of  this brochure is to 
ensure that the services that 
J.A.M.E.S. INC. offers are in a 
place that they will be seen.
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Left Center Right

These brochures are meant to educate the reader about all of  the useful 
services J.A.M.E.S. INC. offers. With that in mind, the past brochure was 
not as appealing to the eye as the new one. Therefore, there has to be a 
balance of  good design with correct information. I believe the brochure 
below does just that. Much like the new website and the client forms, this 

brochure needs 
to match the 
style guideline, 
which it does in 
it’s color usage 
and typography 
choices. Also, as 
you can see, the 
information was 
presented in 5 
different categories 
in order to present 
a good amount of  
information in an 
organized manner.
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Outreach
In attempt to grow awareness for J.A.M.E.S. INC. I 
contacted over 40 local organizations, asking to place these 
brochures in their facilities, as a way of  extending out reach 
to potential clients. Here are the new institutions that will 
now have a J.A.M.E.S INC. brochure on their desks:

TU Admissions Office

OSU Admissions Office 

TCC Admissions Office 

Child Care Resource Center 

Growing Kidz 

Tulsa Educare I - Kendall-Whittier

Tulsa Educare II – Hawthorne

Tulsa Educare III – MacArthur
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Donor 
Mailers

As ‘Donors’ are the number one target market for J.A.M.E.S. 
INC. all of  the projects that have been discussed so far have had 
a characteristic that is relevant to that group of  people. But the 
mailers below that we will be sending to current donors is aimed 
directly at this audience.

With this postcard like mailer, we hope to keep J.A.M.E.S. in the mind of  
those who have already donated, as well as create an environment where they 
are constantly being reminded of  the good that their donations are doing. 
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Yearly Mailer 
Timeline

FEB

14 - Valentine’s Day
19 - President’s Day

1 - Easter

31 - Halloween3 - Labor Day

13 - Mother’s Day
28 - Memorial Day

22 - Thanksgiving

17 - Father’s Day

18 - Happy Holidays

1 - New Years’s Day
15 - Martin Luther
 King Day

This schedule of  when mailers will be sent out to donors supports the concept of  reminding 
them how they are greatly helping people by donating to J.A.M.E.S. INC. There will be 13 
different times they will receive these postcard like letters, each celebrating different holidays 
or successes that the organization has throughout the year.

4 - Independence
 Day

AUG

JAN

JUL

MAR

SEP

APR

OCT

MAY

NOV

JUN

DEC
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Looking 
Forward

As stated at the beginning of  this plansbook, the main goal of  this rebrand was to create more 
awareness for J.A.M.E.S. INC. Our three target markets were Donors, Clients, and Counselors, 
all of  whom required different strategies of  outreach. From this we had 6 different strategies 
that were laid out in this book: update the organization’s logo, redesign the online presence of  
the organization, upgrade the J.A.M.E.S. Inc.’s Facebook page with various additional postings, 
create an overall coherent style of  branding for J.A.M.E.S. INC., grow the outreach through 
additional outlets for the client brochure, and lastly create mailers to send to donors throughout 
the year. 

From here, the most helpful action for J.A.M.E.S INC. will be to make sure that each of  the 
projects described in this booklet gets carried out every year. The continuation of  posting on 
Facebook or sending out postcard-like letters to donors will keep the organization close to mind 
to the target markets that were identified and from there, awareness will increase drastically.



designed and written by Audrey Brown


